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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighty-Sixth Day: Thursday, March 29, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 876*-259-170-133—30%W, 64%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #2 Broomhill (1st race)—3-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #6 Lemon Blitz (3rd race)—8-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)BROOMHILL: Half-length shy of perfect when in for a tag; gets L. Saez  
(#6)PIRATE BEACH: Handy bay has won twice at the meet; 10-1 on M.L. 
(#3)DON’T OVER LOOK: Cooked early last time; long time between drinks 
(#1)FAST FACT: Set slow pace to no avail in last; “bullet” move in holster 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-3-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)TAKEN TO CHURCH: Ran like he needed his last race; will love 8F trip  
(#5)HYATT’S DUDE: Beaten chalk in last v. similar; gets hood for new barn 
(#6)YO NO SE: Bay was in deep water for a $16K price tag in last—in light 
(#1)MR. SULTANA: Non-factor in first start against winners; to the cellar 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-6-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)LEMON BLITZ: Exits a tough heat; class drop is significant, blinks “on”  
(#3)ROCKY STRANGE: Good finish while wide in last; “bullet” breeze since 
(#2)COSMIC HALO: Drops in for $35K off a long layoff for TAP; been gelded 
(#1)HEY HOWIE: Has placed in five-of-seven lifetime on turf; saves ground 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-2-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)VERY COLORFUL: Exits open claiming company; useful 5F turf form  
(#4)SOUND VALUES: “Cat hopped” in dirt return; chestnut is consistent 
(#2)TU EXAGERES: Beaten chalk in five of last seven starts; capable fresh 
(#5)SMALL FORTUNE: Woke up when revisiting turf; hood “off” puzzling 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-2-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)SIMULADORA: Stretch out to 7F suits; tries conditioned company here  
(#2)UP THE ROAD: Nice turn of foot in maiden score; solid form 7-to-8F 
(#6)OPTIMISTIC SHOT: Slow start and wide in last; sharp break is a must 
(#7)APPEALING LALIBELA: Useful dirt form; good post draw out of chute 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-6-7 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)COCKTAIL SKIRT: Exits a pair of eventful heats; has reliable late kick  
(#7)BABAKNOWSEVRYTHING: Slow start in first 2, blinkers go “on” today 
(#1)PROSPECTIVELY: Has improved vs. $20,000 company; steps up here 
(#2)WINNING DAY: 1st-timer hooks a soft field on debut; sharp work 3-23 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-1-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)FIRST MISTRESS: Love the blinkers “on” play; good draw, 8F on point  
(#1)OX EYED DAISY: $145K filly has tons of upside; 1-hole hurts, gets bet 
(#4)CONSIDER THIS: Her pedigree is suited for two-turns; cost $300,000 
(#3)SWISS ALPS: Ignore career debut where she hit the gate; tighter today 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-4-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#6)TAKE A STROLL: Stayed on in last sans whip; current form very sharp  
(#7)LINDA NIN: Length off top choice despite tardy start in last; 8-1 M.L. 
(#2)MY COTTON ROSE: Dirt-to-turf move suits; slight drop on the money 
(#3)MAKING HAVOC: 8YO steps up off 2 length win on dirt; 0-for-3 on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-2-3 
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RACE NINE 
(#6)BLINGS EXPRESS: 21X winner has won last 2 outside of stakes easily  
(#3)SOCIAL ROY: Neck off top choice the last time they met; hard-knocker 
(#10)HARRYHEE: Consistent fellow has placed in 13-of-18 at Gulfstream 
(#7)THE SON WIND: Rallied v. starter allowance foes in last; 6F too short? 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-10-7 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#5)BITACORA: Rolling late on the drop in last; gets tick more ground here  
(#6)SOBER ON SUNDAY: Hasn’t missed the tri in last six; Maker off claim 
(#7)ADMIRAL’S WIN: Honest efforts in last three on grass; 10-1 M.L. price 
(#4)TWO STEP BLUES: Beaten fave in last 2; back fresh, sharp work 3-22 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-7-4 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#6)ON A POSITIVE NOTE: Barn made most of limited starters; drops  
(#1)FOUR FREEDOMS: Has improved since turning back; L. Saez stays 
(#5)SIGNATURE TWIRL: Respectable try in dirt debut as the favorite 
(#3)LI’L DUDE L DO IT: Sharp blowout on 3-25; hooks light crew on debut 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-5-3 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


